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Visits K. C. Hall;
Nurses Help to Bring Fun,
Aid War Chest Drive
College

Cash to War Chest

SPECTATOR

At 7:30 tonight, Seattle CoUege will take over K. C. Hajl to
bring to a glorious end its War Chest Drive. Admittance to the
building will be granted by presentation of the tag purchased
during the week. Festivities begin at 7 :30, with the basketball
game, which will be a fight to the bitter end in this "grudge"
game. Sponsoring the game is the Senior Class, under the
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, OCTOBER_23.J»42
chairmanship of John McKay, who states, "The battle will Vol. X— No. 4
of the losing team must contribute
be bitter, as each member
"
$1.00 to the War Chest. Admittance will be 10 cents.
BOWLING
Following the game specators will join the late comers in
either the bowling alley or the badminton court. Bowling,
sponsored by the Junior Class, under the chairmanship of
Gene Voiland. will be at 5c per game. Badminton, sponsored
bythe Sophomore Class, under the chairmanship of John
Krueger, will be at 5c per 11-point game.
By CRONON ANDERSON
If a head rolls in to the Barn
At approximately 9:15, the center of the stage will be the Eight upper-class girls receivDance on its own power it will
K. C. Council Chambers, where the Drama Guild, under the ed the highest honor that Seattle What's Buzzin' Cuzzin?
cents, as anby
guidance of Bill Bates, will present a short skit followed
College confers upon its women
Plenty! You have heard of the German cross, the left cross,I' be charged just 50
the appearance of the Glee Club and the honor guest of the students when they were induct- and the double cross. You have heard of the pole tax, dog tax, nounced in last week's Spectator,
evening.
ed into the Silver Scroll Society tax on taxes, and carpet tacks. You have heard of peroxideIbut if a torso and apjiendages are
ALSO DANCE
at a banquet at the Edmond blondes, strawberry blondes and dirty blondes. You have heard
attached the price will be $1.25
At 9:45 all students will adjourn to the lower hall for the Meany Hotel on Thursday even- of Bundles for Britain, Bombs for Berlin,and Tokens for Tokyo. a couple.
Victory Dance. Sponsored by. the AMSSC under the chair- ing.
You have heard of Roman columns, scandal columns, the fifth
manship of Mary McCoy, this dance is expected to draw a The informal initiation of the column. BUT have you heard of the Christmas column, the Faurots, Pike between 12th
huge crowd, as the dance promises to be the determining pledges began Wednesday morn- cheer column for our College comrades in the camps, overseas and 13th, will present a gala and
colorful picture when Seattle
factor in the choosing of a queen. At 11:30 final count of ing when the eight new members and at home?
College students assemble Octovotes will be taken. The queen will be crowned at 11:45 by donned multi-colored bouse
Next Monday, in the hallowed hall of old S. C. will hang a ber 30th in their various "get
Kirby Torrance, president of the Associated Students of the aprons. They paraded through 50
foot roll of paper with the heading"DEAß BILL". This
barns,
University of Washington.
the august corridors of S. C. will be the beginning of the longest letter ever written a serv- ups" salvaged from cow
throughout
"horse
the
and
stables
bearing placards with a large
NURSES PUNCH
ice man. The postscripts to Pettinger will start the ball rolling. vicinity. A prize ticket for the
During the course of the evening, popcorn,donated by Provi- "Silver Scroll" on the front and Every three days during the next two weeks, there will be a
Fall Informal will be awarded
dence nurses, and punch donated by Columbus nurses will be a free "plug" for the Sadie Haw- new letter with a new name the name of one of S. C.'s fine to
the two most uniquely attired.
kins Dance on the back. They donations to Uncle Sam, a fellow too busy to come home for
"old by girls from the two hospitals.
and Sophomore ChairFreshmen
wore small silver scroll pins
Sale of the tags has been at fever-pitch all week. Providence also
Christmas.
a regular "Hayloft
promise
men
and somewhat -Cacophanous hairMonday these Atlantic and Pacific bound panegyric Ho-Down." so bring your straw
and Columbus hospitals are pitting all their strength against
Next
ribbons. Initiation was completone another to elect their candidate as queen. Several groups
pieces of papyrus will prepare to take wings, their peppy post- hats, overalls, and bandanas, but
ed when the pledges made tbeir
around school also have their favorite nominee and the final operatic debut at the banquet by scripts to spread phenominal fame from Panama to Paris to let's save our heavy shoes for
populous parts of perishing places where praise- hiking and at the same time save
battle will be close and will have to be determined by the singing
solos. Dr. Werby, the penetrate into
sale of tickets at the dance.
worthy
boys
of old S. C. now park with a pen in their palm, pin- the Hay Loft (floor).
moderator of the Silver Scroll,
pert
ing
paragraphs
for
from preferred pets and persons.
MANY TO COME
the alumnae, and present memFreshmen and Sophomores
perambulate
Monday
So
to the masterpiece without further
Cooperation of the student body has been gratifying and bers displayed exemplary patiapjK>inted a super commithave
it is expected that an even greater amount of spirit will be ence in listening to each and ev- prompting and persuassion with your pen, pencil or prize pic- tee for this huge, collosal annual
ture (we furnish the paste) and give it your personal touch.
shown by the attendance and contributions at the rally tonight. ery one of the pledges.
event. Under the leadership o.
The publicity, directed by the Freshman Class under the In announcing the names of
James I^aymen, Sophomore chairIf Bill can't find time to write everyone he has a whole regi- man,
chairmanship of Chuck McHugh, ha* been great, and no the new member*,, Dr." Werhyand Francis , Rrennan,
secretaries, the boys in his duffit, who will'take it upon Freshman, chairman; Sophomore
of
ment
stone has been left unturned by members of the Coordination emphasizd the fact that pledges
Committee: Tony Buhr, chairman; Mary Ellen Nachtsheim, were considered mainly on their themselves to help Bill out and maybe meet some new friends Warren Johnson and Freshman
secretary; Bill Bates, Bill Powers, Gene Voiland, Bob Swart, work in school activities. Their themselves through the medium of the mails.
Barbara Maguie. co-chairmen of
and Mary McCoy.
grade-average must be high, said
Publicity, assisted by Steve Reily
Dr.,
the
but scholarship alone is
and Clem Felser, will handle the
propaganda. Daniel Hurson and
not sufficient basis for entrance
jwintMary White wil supervise the
into this select group. A
system has been devised to preticket sales, and decorations will
to
In
vent any undue favoritism.
be furnished under the direction
addition to this the enrollees must
of John O'Brien, Soph, and Pat
Eisen, Frosh.
the
unanimously
by
Assisting the
be
voted in
present members. Only Junior
Publicity
Committee will be "The
This Thursday eveningat 7:30,
Last Wednesday, Oct. 14, Mv Dick Read and Philip Nel- and Senior girls are eligible.
In spite of the war. the draft, the Providence Hospital Nurses Little Alley Art Players" under
Sigma, the Music honorary of- son, both Freshmen, tied for
The new members and some and th c flue, Seattle College begin their annual retreat which sponsorship of the Drama Guild.
came through with a student en- will continue until Sunday afterficially resumed activity as the top honor in the recent Engi- of their activities are:
Senior,
neering
scholarship
Campbell,
Specit
examinaAdele
rollment of 1,274. From this noon, the Feast of Christ the
music club of the school when
staff,
McNulty,
tator
various
Committees
number 858 are natives of Seat- Kig. They are looking forward
tions,
Fr. Edmund
presented this year's first "Music
tle. This leaves a balance of to these days of meditation and
for
the
A.W.S.S.C.
Engineering
DeNite." An audience of 58 and head of the
partment, announced today. Barbara Cordes, Junior,Drama 416 students from out of city, prayer, particularly since their
a fine group of performers bore
out of state, or out of country. retreat master will he Father
Both were awarded one-year Guild, Dance Committee.
witness to the fact that more scholarships.
This group represents schools in
James Gilmore, S.J., the popuBernice Gaffney, Junior, Presand more of the students are be- The examination was very ident of Mv Sigma, A.W.S.S.C. 23 different states or countries: lar religion instructor of Seattle
Seattle College announces in
Alaska, Arkansas. California, College. All of the Catholic
coming interested in music.
comprehensive, Fr. McNulty Committees.
tensive
preparatory Courses in
Colorado,
Florida,
Canada, Chile.
John Read,newly-elected prexy said, as it was made up of tests Bertha Gleason, Senior, Gavel Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, lowa, student nurses will attend.
Navigation for Aerial
Celestial
The program for the retreat is and Marine Navigators. The
of Mv Sigma, introduced Johnny in English, Algebra, Physics Club and A.W.S.S.C. CommitMontana,
Missouri,
Kansas,
as follows: 7:15, Morning PrayAyres, who acted as M. C, and and Chemistry.
tees.
Course completely covers the
Michigan.
North
Carolina.
North
Rend,
er ; 7 :30, Holy Mass ;9 :00, First
youngest memthen the fun began. High points Dick
Catherine Mayer, Junior, Sec- Dakota. Nebraska, New Mexico, Instruction; 10:30, Rosary; fundamentals of Celestial Navigain the program were the sing- ber of the famous Brothers retary of Student Body, and A. Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Da- 11:15. Second Instruction; then tion with special emphasis on the
ing of "Tea for Two" and "Ani- Read at Seattle College, enter- W.S.S.C., Spectator.
rapid methods now in use
kota, Wisconsin.
"free time" until 3:00, Stations short
apola" by the girls' trio (Lor- ed the School of Engineering
Mary McCoy, Senior, Presi- The state of Washington is rep- of the Cross; 4:00, Conference in all branches of the service.
raine Besagno, Ruth Dyrness and this fall. He was graduated dent of A.W.S.S.C. Senior Class
resented by students from 78 and Benediction; 7:15. Final In- This Course will be conducted
Rosemary Milnes) ; the fine vo- from Seattle Prep.
Secretary.
by Capt. William (i. Gregory,
different high schools, not in- struction.
cal solos by Mike King and Gene
Phil Nelson, tow-headed and Mary Ellen Nachtsheitn,
well-known Seattle Mariner and
Jun- cluding those in Seattle. In secBrown ; and the novelty trio of pink-cheeked Freshman, enterSpectator,
racing yachtsman.
ior.
A.W.S.S.C.
Coma
professional
ond
is
Montana
with
deleplace
John Daly, Gene Brown and ed S. C. this summer from the mittees.
NOTICE!
Ore16
A
Instructor
in the Royal
high
gation
from
schools.
former
John Read who, although they North Kitsap High School in
position
Fightdown
Air
Serial
Ross,
holds
third
Force
Schoolof
gon
Junior,
typographical
Activities
Due
erto a
did pull quite a few money- PoulsOOi Washington.
Jean
ror,
portions
of
students
were
is
following
recognized
authority
Chairman,
Week
A.W.S.S.C.
with
its
commission
the
a
ing,
he
shines, really gave out some solid
omitted from the Amendment mi Spherical Astronomy ami Air
from 12 Oregon schools.
Committees.
harmony. Mike Kink won the
as printed in the October 16 \a\ igation.
$1.00
prize of
offered by Fr.
issueof the Spectator:
The Course will he limited to
Reidy to the performer who re(1) Insert and add to the
ceived the most votes.
twenty-five students, open to all
fourth paragraph of Section 9,
Prom a musical standpoint the
Article 111of the Amendment students.
<
Mid-quarter exams will be held "Forum and Gavel Qubi will The 'ollege Porum wu organprogram was quite good; a few
"Members shall also be The i lav-, will begin Mondaj
duration," said John bed as a debating society years
of the numbers were uninterest- soon, announced the IKan today fUK for the
from the Sophomore, evening, ( October 26th. Tin- Tuielected
pa*i
Mr.
Volpe,
■go
Paul
a
by
Kruger,
Club
Junior,
Forum
President.
and Senior Classes."
ing, but more were excellent. Father McGoldrick also called the
tion Pee for the complete Course
Volpe servHowever, the point demonstrated attention of faculty meinhers to Because of a scarcity of debit faculty member. Mr.
is
i"ii'i\ dollars.
(2)
Insert and add to the
faculty t<> the Porum,
by the performance was this: Article Fifteen of the Seattle ers. war conditions, and upon ed v was
paragraph of Section 6, Instruction periods will 1«"
second
for Freshmen and Article 111, of the Amendthe students of the school are in Coflege Schedule, which slates the advice of Fr. Cdrkery, Seat- which
only. It i- ment "No person shall be a held from 7 p. in. to 10 p. m.
President,
itudenti
students
Forum
Sophomore
College
names
of
those
tle
the
given
a that the
terested in music and if
and Korutu Candidate from more than one Monday ami Thursday ovtr a
change, will make this activity who need special warning he sent (luh will merge wHth the Gavel- felt hat both Havel
period ol [ell weeks.
profit
by
Chilis will
their union. Class or Club."
eers.
one of the most popular in school. into the office.

Scroll Pledges What's Buzzin Cuzzin? Barn Dance
Eight Outstanding World's Longest Letter Promises Fun;
Women Students Sponsored by College Come Oct. 30
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First Music Nite
Interesting All,
Announces Read

I. Q. Champs Read,
Nelson Cops Frosh
Engineering Honor

Enrollment Shows Retreat Starts
S C Survives Thursday For
War, Draft, Flu Prov.Nurses

Celestial Navigation Offered By
Seattle College

From the
Dean's Office

Forum and Gavel Unite Forces
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—
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Speaking

Mary White

—

for
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How IJoined the Spec.

Quick, Watson the Aspirin

ever stoop
the baser
quialisms with which Iam more or

dom

time is it?" That was a mistake.
Minds descended from the higher
realms to consider this person who
spoke so carelessly the language of
the plebian. My morale was shattered. Outraged glances shunted
back f'own the steps.
Hello
1 was in no mood to talk to anyone so therefore everyone I met
said and smiled hello to me. They
woUld say "hello" and Iwould say
"hello, yourself." and they would
say "fine, thank you" and smile
some more. This in time would
break my spirit and soon Iwould
say "hello" to people, too. The
thought maddened me. Did Icome
to school to say "hello" to people?
No! To smile at people? No, not
everybody. To look at certain peo-
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"

.

.

...
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.
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...

—
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Symphony In
Technicolor

—

Father Carroll Breaks
Ice Literally!

College and add sparkle to S. C. well as down. Besides that, it is dance
life. A word of caution should go only patriotic to turn in onq's
with this responsibility; don't let galoshes
to the rubber drive. One
personalities enter into the topic.
advantage( ?) to the "clogs"
obvious
Certain id-advised, hot completely is that none so attired can glide
public-spirited students have chargunnoticed through a classroom door
ed that the plan is a preview to at a quarter after.
dictatorship. I've even heard that
Iam to be the dictator! I can't
dignify that rumor by reply. It is

George Edward Carroll, S. J., the
Steps Again
latest addition to the Seattle ColBut then Iremembered the little
lege faculty, hails from Dublin, Iregray steps and I wanted to go up
l;uul. Father Carroll, who dislikes
his
baton,
With a magic wave of
there and write too. Of course I
double-barreled sound of his
the
reopenagain
Beecliam
Sir Thomas
hud never run across big words
name,
says of it, "1 had nothing to
for
his
gates of music-heaven
like "pre-historic" in the McGnffy's ed the
so fantastic that only sheer mobsay alxnit choosing it."
expectant listeners. This time nothago. Father Carroll oratory convince any student of its
Reader but I could get a dictionary ing
yearsFive
was spared to render a satisfacand just as soon as Imemorized the tory performance, and it was truly was a teacher at Gonzaga in Spok- fact. Think over the amendment
letters in the alphabet that come afane. Concerning his stay there, carefully. If you like it, vote for
that. His entire program was
I
it
Carroll says, "Spokane was it; if you don't like it, vote against
ter the letter 'E" could use too.
out marvelously and ■ he Father
Iremember the letter "K" appearing worked
dry
dusty, but Seattle is almost it. But, like it or not, be at the
and
really had a splendid variety of the
meeting and vote, The defense
as Ireland."
frequently on my report card.
green
ai
being
an overselections, the first
his third year in resti
the
At
end
of
Misanthropist Juatified
ture from "In May" by Matthay. Spokane, Father Carroll returned to
While scheming how Icould write
second number was a Suite
The
Dublin where he spent five years,
for the college iheet I heard footBUY BONDS
Incidental Music to one
from
the
at Rathfornhan
which
was
of
steps approaching from the other
Pelleas and Melisande" by Sibelius.
end of the hall. My subconscious Monday night was the first time Castle in Milltown Park.
This son of Erin claims hiking
warned me but Iwent on musing.
either of these two works has been and swimming as his favorite sports
my
danger.
Then Iawoke to
The played
in Seattle, and judging from but lias a slight preference for
man of the footsteps said, "Why,
their
effect
on the audience, it will swimming. Says Father Carroll, "I
hello old man, how in heck are
be
the
last.
"The Concerto for break the ice to go in every day of
Bowing farewell to his multitudinous,pulchritudinous pubnot
you?" Isquirmed. I tried to dodge
and Orchestra in A minor" the week, every week of the month, lic in a fair picture Glenn Miller and his crew closed the firstClarinet
him but he cornered me. Then I by Mozart was third in position,
every mouth of the year.
broke down. My nerves shattered.
run of "Orchestra Wives" with a goodly round of applause
were played
The
three
movements
spends the week
When I succeeded in modulating and accompanied by Ronald Phil- Father Carroll
under
their belts.
at Seattle College drilling college
my voice to a high-pitched scream,
has made two very successful pictures, one with the help
soloist.
But
Miller
young
clarinet
lips, a
algebra and trigonometry into the
Ihad quite an audience. "Obviousat the very end when brains of his math students.
Sonja
the
best
came
of
lleuie and Milton Berle, the other with the aid of Carole
ly a paranoiac," said one small
Symphony No.
Sir
Thomas
lead
the
Gilinore, Lynn Bari. Mary Beth Hughes, and Ann
Virginia
Landis,
member of the sociology class. Anin B flat minor by Robert Schu1
schizophother had me tagged a
Rutherford. But the catch il this: In both pictures, "Sun Valley
we're responsible
mann. This proved to be exciting
renic. 1 would have replied except
editor Serenade" and "Orchestra Wives," the band's competent pianist,
soothing by turn and it left a Lee Clark
that an anatomy student was hang- and
satisfied feeling in the soul of the Jane Bechtold
artist Chummy MacGregor, was ousted in favor of the more photogenic
ing on my throat and twanging my
Sir
night
Next
Monday
listener.
Payne and Caesar Romero. And to top that, the only real
and all
vocal chords. I only succeeded in
Thomas Beecham will again release
hot man in the band, Billy May, whose plunger trumpet is recogdiscarding the anatomist to confront
the rest
spirits of music to invade the
the
nizable on many Miller discs, does the real playing, but George
a soprano from the music departof us
spacious Music Hall.
who,
gazing
ment
heaven-ward and
Bill Bates, Mary White, Montgomery's handsome face appears on the screen.
sighing rapturously murmured,
Another thing that handed us a laugh was the way the
departjust a> the police and fire
Betty Jean Bischoff, Otto
"What resonance, what tone, what
handed Mary Beth Hughes as a wife to Moe Purtill, the
Leaving,
story
Mitchell,
I
heard
nifiit
arrived.
Vogeler,
Ted
full richness of voice!" Then she
her
with
-...inrnnc
ask
"Did
he
kill
noisiest
drummer in the land while Tex Beneke drew Carole
away
Hayden,
looked at me and looked
Kathleen
June Petan axe or just his bare hands?"
sadly.
erson, Jim Baird, Adelaide Landis. The script-writers evidently agree with us about
By this time several opportunists And so Irepaired to the purveyor Fox, Doreen Money, DoroBeneke's sex efforts. According to them, the greatest recommy wounds
of
to
mild
stimulants
lick
dogs
and
beer
to
selling
were
hot
thy Collier, Selma Michael, mendation of Tex's playing was his singing.
the large crowd that was assem- in comfort and lubricate my mental
And what happened to the girl from Michigan, after the boys got
bling
the main floor. Iextracted machine for the coming offensive Bill Phelan.
through
with it in that messy finale, should.
against
gray
steps.
the little
myself from tin- swarming mass

t

SHAVE
HITLER

SAVE
AMERICA

Previews and Reviews
By TED MITCHELL

John

..

'"'

...

...

ple? Well, just a little bit. Frankly
come
to school? This thing was assuming horrible proportions so Istopped this nonsense.

Penny's downtown store has
been literally taken over by
Seattle College's stalwart
youths. Prexy Tony Buhr and
John Krueger arc just two
who trip the pretty maidens in
Heard at
the main aisle
the Spectator party Sunday
night :'I'd like to eat the salad
with onions, but "I'm going
Johh
home with Bates
Diegnan and Jim McDevitt
giving the old hocus pocus to
Announces Engagement
Greive,
of Silver new freshmen. Stride up, inMiss Alberta
Scroll, Women's Honorary, re- troduce themselves as writers
cently revealed her engagement on the Spec, interview and reto Thomas Ward, formerly a Col- pair to the corners to snicker
Scandal of the week: Jim
lege student, and now in the U.
relating to all and sunBaird
S. Alaska Communications
dry
that he quite frequently
Corps.
clips his toe nails in the presJack O'Neill
ence of friends
bored-o
being dragged from Spanish
telephone
"I've just washed my hair and- class to answer a
Terry
Jack
wouldn't
can't do a thing with it." Spare call.
I
anything
about it, would
us from a repetition of those know
Barbara
Cordes
you
Jack ?
words. It seems hard, but really
isn't too difficult to do something all a-dither as she tried to rewitli it all. You don't need the member activities of two years
something of college. Could be that Silver
extreme hair-do
Scroll is peeling its eye these
simple is always good.
We understand that
Long and casual is the keynote days
girls
Edna Mac Farrell is dividing
of that sector of the college
inclination
and
the
who have the
her time betwen Seattle CoLSide Glance
time to <lo it. Kit Eisen, Lillian lege and the Port of EmbarkHere and There. My idea of one Perry, Fiends Brennan, "Eddie" ation this year. Lucky both
of S. C.s most solid and fair-mind- Farrell, and Adelaide Fox prefer Impressing
and inspiring was
ed citizens: Ted Mitchell, prexy theirs down between the shoulder
choosing
of Gamma Sigma
of Gamma Sigma Alpha and per- blades. Getting the short end of the
way)
it,
Alpha members last Sunday
fect of the Sodality of the Blessed the deal (and loving by the
Kay
of
Gitrsti,
MoHughs,
the
Ye
Virgin
Cay
Mayer;
Miss Lois
are
the
night. Surprise, too
north end Giustis, is one of the best and Ronnie; Selma Michaels, and upper classmen ; For postercollegiate artists that this com- Barbara Maguire. A safer and
making, Chuck McHugh and
pletely unqualified critic (unquali- more conservative middle path is
Jim Wilson can't be beat. Witfied except knowing what 1 like the best way, though, judge the
and don't like in the art field) has majority of the students. It makes ness our War Chest poster
ever met
The Senior Class is for versatality and is more easily 9:00 o'clock in the college cavdonating a Senior Step to the Col- kept. One easy way to do it, dis- ern: Tony Buhr, Dick Mclege this year, hoping thai onr covered Margaret Slessman and Lee Guire, Jean Ross, Tom West,
homecoming fifteen years hence Clark, is to wear demure and beJack O'Neill, Millie Costello.
will show us a Senior Walk fraught ribboned pig tails.
: coffee, doughnuts and
with tradition.
The banks of the Zuyder Zee-have Course
nothing on the shall we say, spill- the S. C. Constitution
Constitution Conscious
ways? that border the walks of Ted Mitchell muttering "Ich
In exactly seven days, the readthe S.C. campus. Again, this year liebe dich" in the halls. But
er* of this column along with the
wooden shoes, dutchies, sabots, or who's the object of his afbalk of the student body, will be whatever they're called, are in the
Lovely and lively,
fection?
given the privilege of voting on
vogue, and rightly so. They are
which,
Frances Brennan, fresha constitutional amendment
better than rubbers when Seattle's that's
its authors believe, will enliven the "materializing fog" is coming up as man co-chairman of the barn

...

lets familiar.
So Iwent up the gray stairs and
spoke to someone at a desk. Isaid
soniftliing common like. "What

Iasked myself, why did you

Life
'n Stuff

myself

I
am free to roam,
Anywhere Iwant to
Boundless is my home.
who's doing what,
All the sky belongs to me,
by Bill Bates
symphoneftes
All its moods Iknow.
From its airy heights Isee
You may or may not know,
the usual blah, blah
they
go.
and
depending
Men as
come
on your mental quoplay
tient,
that tonight is the Big
Iwatch the children gaily
Night
in Seattle College's War
In valleys deep and green.
Chest Campaign. Tonight is
Where a mother's gentle eye
the wind-up, the pay-off, the
Looks over them serene.
final event. There will be
see the blood of fighting men practically everything for the
I
Shed as bullets kill.
modern Collegian and it goes
As Iwas coming out of the library on the fourth day of Iwatch the faces of the crowd without saying that you, yes
the beginning of my school stretch, Isaw two tall men coming
As bombs drop--cold and shrill. and you, are expected to atup the stairs. The stirring words of the "Ulster Gazette" were
grief-bruised tend by the hundreds. This is
still inspiring my mind to higher things when one of them In sorrow, over
serious, dear reader, with all
hearts
said "sophistry" and the other said, "pedantic". Then they
the fun and ballyhoo attached.
continued on up the gray steps outside the library door. IIfall in gentle rain.
The U. of W. and S. C. are
strained my ears to catch more but they still went on.
Then 'neath the sun's soft joining forces to show each
Sadly Idescended to the second floor considering, the
radiance
other and the city what they
words, "pedantic and sophistry," The Ulster Gazette, and a
can do. It is highly important
again.
I'm lifted up
few coeds ; while Imurmured sweet nothings to my combinato public opinion that the Coltion padlock.
lege turn in a lot of money
BUY
These conclusions Iarrived at It was (1) some kind of
for the War Chest. If you
code, (2) not bad, (3) pro-Irish.
BONDS
haven't given right up to your
Ilater learned, through cautious
capacity, make up for it toinquiry, that the gray steps led to
night. Bring a couple of dolthe Spectator office where people
lars. Well find plenty of ways
are all the time talking this langfor you to spend whatever you
uage and even writing it as matter
bring.
If any appeal ever was
reading
to be consumed by the
public of this institution. These
sincere, this one is. Don't let
people, Ialso learned, live and think
S. C or the rest of the nation
only in the higher planes and seldown!
if
to
collo#

College

bm/

...

VIEWS
by
VOGELOR

At last serious study is underway
in 'Ye Rustic" halls and classrooms
of Seattle College. Why, Idon't
know but especially since several

of the more enthusiastic members

of the faculty portrayed the "Grim
Reaper" harvesting the cadavers of
those less hearty students whose
physiques did not allow them to
withstand those surprise (quizzes)
exams. Those who did survive
however were awakened and are
now demonstrating their talents to
their fellow students.
The morale of our service men is
a topic of current interest. Letter
writing campaigns are constantly

being encouraged. Many people
come through but the service men
whould also like to hear from their
buddies out of the service. The letters from "Mom and "Dad" and
girl friend are certainly appreciated

but those are men in the armed
forces and they like to hear from
fellow men. The first chance you
get, write to those soldier, sailor
and marine friends. You may be
4F in the Draft, but you write your
pals and they'll rate you 1A sure.
* *
♥

While I have uniforms on my
siinind Iwould like to add this 18-19
draft proposal is a great deal like
the ihirk .loud. It too, has a silver
lining
for it will enable Ilot
of enthusiastic fellows who failed

....

tv meet the strict reserve requirements tv get in there and play the

line instead of the bench.
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BEASLEY
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The WHIRL

SPORTS

OF SPORTS

Apple Knockers Seniors Organize Symphony in
Basketball Team Technicolor
I that the Bay City fans Happy, But Not
treated
fe.w fights
For War Chest U.The
is toldof Stanfordamong the players in the recent Very Prosperous
C. L. A. football fracas sevsee
were

—By JOE MALONE—

to a

a

story

With this issue the Specta- | Seattle College ':" We have lots
St. Mary's-U. S. F. melee. This
Reports from the Senior eral years ago. At fullback for tor Sports page, in a sense of of them, not only from Seattle
By CAY MAYER
is a new experience in the coachindicate that that class Stanford was the great Norman guilty conscience, will try to at schools, but from many parts of
of
Class
ing life of Phelan. His Wash- It was a lot of fun and a lot
in War Chest Standlee. On the U. C. L. A. last do something worthwhile. the state.
participating
is
pleasant
leaves
and
it
a
lot
of
ington teams, though well train- work
pleasant feature Night, taking place on Octo- ■quad
The
memories.
were three great Negro In this case you need not be ARGUMENT NUMBER
ed and generally efficient, gave about our three days at Congdon's ber 23. A basketball game will
players,
Kenny Wahington, gullible, for this campaign, as FOUR: "Those turning out
the impression that the game was Ranch was that our crowd of 23 be presented, sponsored by
John
fourth-year
Robinson,
students.
and Woodrow it is to be a campaign, is "the would be too tired to play much
a serious business and the boys was together at all times. In the the
Jackie
as
has
been
chosen
McKay
Strode,
along
Wilson
with sev- McCoy." This campaign is basketball, as most of them
would probably demand a bonus orchard we were tinder the superappoint
He
will
manager.
Scotchman,
Negro
players.
quiet-spoken
eral other
built around the fact that SE- would also be working." We disfor throwing a punch at the op- vision of a
ticket-takers, captains of the
boy
agree entirely with that. Some
a
at
Fraser.
As
he
has
position. A bit of the St. Mary's Mr.
necessary On an end run Standlee took ATTLE COLLEGE SHOULD
passed sundry two teams, and all
and
we
St.
Martin's
behind
center,
got
HAVE A BASKETBALL work in offices arid stores and
fire and Phelan would have
paraphenalia. A grudge game the ball from
benefits of attending
hints
on
the
need exercise. Others do manual
interference,
was
on
his
according
way.
to Mcand
TEAM.
carved an enviable reputation at S. C. Gray, the foreman, was kind- is expected,
Kay.
out
blockWashington
Immediately
took
the
seventeen thou- labor and a basketball workout
Washington.
ness itself. He wore a path to the
plan of the Senior ers. but missed Standlee. The sand, four hundred and twelve would offset the dullness of a
Another
door of our Chateau, bringing mat- Class is a winter quarter mixIt Isn't Funny, Al.
tresses, blankets, dishes, kitchen
fullback straight-armed Strode various and sundry arguments working day along with being
funds
for
a
Senior
er
to
raise
Comedian Al Jolson, back in utensils and anything which might Step the Class of 1943. This and shook off Robinson. He take form. Therefore we shall beneficial from the standpoint
of
radio, brought his initial program promote our comfort.
step will be placed near the eluded the other Negro players consider and disprove the most of health.
to a close by asking the studio
Tarzan
We ask all those interested in
school to commemorate the and the field was clear. How- salient of these objections before
audience to stand for 30 seconds They say that expert pickers can class. It will be a Traditional ever, he was tackled by a white they have opportunity to take playing on or helping with our
brain child, to leave their names
with bowed heads. "I'm not use both hands when perched on Senior Walk, meaning that player on the Bruin five-yard root.
foolin,' folks," said Jolson. the eminence of a thirty-foot lad- only Seniors can walk on it. line. Standlee rolled over, shook
they attended high
ARGUMENT NUMBER and where
crowd, when thus
of
our
der.
Most
That's
note
addressed to the
"Please do: all of you.
school in a
slippered philosopher his opponent's hand, and said,
ONE: . "Competition with other Sports
situated, held on with both hands 'elongated and
at
peripafine," Al added, as everybody in
Editor
the "Spec" ofjoin the school of
"Doctor Livingstone, I pre- colleges would be too stiff for a
and gazed helplessly at the enticing should
that, see the
he
cuts
a
philosophers,
Or,
had
for
of
instead
die studio had doe as he
sume ?"
fruit just out of reach. Nor is tetic
new basketball squad." Perhaps fice.
With
his
on
a
horse.
figure
poor
forgot
posnearest
Sports
almost
Ed. at the
asked. "Oh yes, I
such work without its thrills. We
knees up to his chin as he inef- at the Bischoffs, Bud Read rushing that is true. Accordingly it has
hearbegun
picking,
a
to
when
just
to tell you. This is
tribute
had
out out from a store to find the truck been suggested that the College sible convenience.
to fectually tried to shift the horse
all those who bet on the Yan- ing a shout behind me Iturned
us gone, all these and many other enter its team in some fast city
reminded
gear,
he
see Gene Brown's ladder sailing of reverse
kees."
famous
Irving's
of
one
of
With Catholic football on
somewhat
memories linger with us as souve- league at least for the first year.
thru the air and that young man
characters.
profitable
nirs
of
week-end
botli
upgrade, Dick "Sleepya
the
blood-curdling
Baseball
M
B
K
Tarzan,
even to the
B
Jesuit Bo\s Hold
ARGUMENT NU
Riley Host
growers and pleasant to ourto
the
Rpwls, our gridiron retime"
yell.
Records
TWO: "What about the finanThen there were the delicious selves. As far as personal gain is
Balch vs. Horse
has had his labor lesporter,
aspect?"
already
The school
Hugh Luby, custodian of the Any possible boredom was dispell- pies made by Joan 1Hinham, the concerned, we are reminded of the cial
sened
a
bit
The Sports
equipkeystone sack for Oakland and ed by the chatter from all sides. visit to the grounds of the palatial gospel of the Mass which we at- has very fine basketball
endangers
now
his title by
also
Ed.
ment,
ye
complete.
together,
"Go
into
unused and
Faperformer in most consecutive Heard thru the clusters of apples Congdon Castle. watching the tended
a
DANCE.
played
pay
you
up
and
I
will
Ye Olde
they
vineyard
my
playing
gambling
as
a
Balch,
gymcilities for .proceuring
voice of one Roscoe
Blackfeet
games, is retiring from baseball was the
'likely
relost
it
just
they
the
frosh
what
And
on
game,
their
stick
two
for
the
Barn
Dance
developed.
Plugge
a
freshman.
lecturing
nasium are also well
to become a custodian of the most
grounds ceived each man a penny." Which
as
an
"I
am a scholastic philosopher and at night on the spacious
October
30th
comes
atNUMBER
ARGUMENT
peace. Iwonder what it is in
goes to prove that the coin of
a firm believer in reality. You will of the ranch, the songs of the Hik- only
helping a really fine
the work of a policeman which understand this better when you ers under the stars, that ham din- the realm is a very poor measure THREE: "Where would we tempt at
at
affair.
players
basketball
good
find
makes it so attractive to ballplay- have studied epistomology." This ner at' l)au' Kiley's and breakfast of a i;ood time.
most
Mazzera,
chosen
Mcl
ers.
|k.pillar player on the San Diego
nine, is also signing as a cop.
Bud Kosar jumped the Yanks
to take an examination as a pojbbf
wf
liceman, but was rejected. Periai tiip
/
haps all this is due to the desire of a former ball-player to
have the last word in an arguOWpOT for tank driver
ment, something denied him in
his many verbal battles with the
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Staatz Leaves
Jiggers Staatz, former Holy
Cross star, lias tendered his resignation as manager of the Angels. His club blew the pennant by losing five consecutive
games to the Solons in the final
series of the year. Though this
was a great disappointment to
Staatz. he winds up his active
career of 18 years with the Angels with some time-defying records. Starting with most games
played (2,790), he holds the
mark for most times at bat, most
runs scored, most base hits, most
fielding chances accepted by an
outfielder, most put-outs and
most assists, most t\vo->base hits,
must three-base hits and most
"
total bases.
Sportsmanship t Among Couches
In the recent Washington 34Montana 0 game, the Montana
coach appreciated the restraint of
I'cm Welch in not rolling up a
'
large score on his outclassedeleven. To do so is not only questionable sportsmanship, but poor
psychology. If Babe Hollingsbury lias failed in this respect
it is on the latter count for
Babe i» a good sport. But the
fact remains that after rolling
up 64 points against Montana, he
lost the following week to U.S.C.
eleven, which victory had evaded
in three previous games. Last
season hit 59-0 landslide against
Gotmgl was followed by a 6-0
kill to the Texas Aggies. The
higher they climb the farther they
fall!
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The"T-ZONE"-Taste and Throat-is the proving ground for cigarettes. Only >o«r taste and
throat can decide which cigarette tastes best to
y«u- and nowitaffects yourthroatFor >'our
taste and throat are individual to you. Based on
the cxPcr ence millions of smokers, we believe Camels willsuit your "T-ZONE" to a "T."
Prove £or y° urself!
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Navy V-7
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Joseph Eberharter Seattle College's Director of
Publicity, J. William Bates, an- A commission in the Naval
James O'Brien
reserveis offered under the Navy
nounced today that the DepartV-7
to all College stuCay Mayer ment of Publicity was far be- dentsprogram
that complete their college
its last year's results. "I courses. In order to fill their
Joe Malone hind
feel that this is mainly due to

Editor

The Sodality of the Blessed

Virgin held its regular meeting

ATTENTION!
Due to lack of space last week
it was impossible to print the list
(if those students who signed the
petition to have the proposed constitutional amendment presented
to the student body.
The list was at the printer's,
but there was no room for it, so
we are printing it in this issue.

in the K. of C. auditorium last
Thursday evening, October 15,
at 8:00 o'clock. The meeting
News Editor
SIGNERS
ran along with its usual varied
Sports Editor
sundry
quota, the Navy is enlisting stu- program, which included
Jim Baird, Bill Bates, Joe
a medi- Eberharter. Ted Mitchell, Don
prayers,
announcements,
two
factors."
Bates
said.
"As
d'Aubuchon,
Bancroft,
MarMaybelle
graduation.
Upon
Reporters: Adaire
dents before
cella Geraghty, Richard L. Dehart, Virginia M. far as Ican determine, the ed- graduation, the candidate will be tation, a short talk on the lives Nelson, Bob Parent, John
Cooper, Ruth Brock, Patricia Elliott, Dan Hur- itors of the various dailies have sent ,to a Reserve Midshipmen's of two Jesuit saints, and a lively Powers, Ray Vieth.
son. Bob Mclver, Mary Ellen Nachtsheim, suddenly become abnormally in- school for 30 days. Upon com- informal discussion.
Plumb, Phil Swart,
John Read, Margaret Slessman, Jeanne Tang- terested in the war, to the detri- pletion of the 30-day preliminary A plan was presented by Ed Gene
Thomas Pettinger, John Read,
ney, Betty Wright, Nancy Gavin, Jean Leas,
for the installation *of a
Kohls
my
whimsy
department
of
the
who
not
meet
training,
Malone,
those
do
Kathleen HayWade Peterson, Lee Clark,
Marian Carlson, Joe
den, Marie Baker, Cronin Anderson, Henry ment turn in re S. C." Another the requirements willbe discharg- "jackpot fund" to which SodalJames Layman, Jim Caffrey,
Cary, Barrett Johnson,Bob Odom, Earl Weber, factor listed by Bates as enter- ed and furnished transportation ists will make voluntary contriMcKay, Ed Hoeschen, John
ing into the lack of publicity is to their homes, or upon their own butions. At appointed times, J. Baird,
James McLean.
L.
Mark Mahoney.
a paucity of reporters. Last request, transferred in an en- names will be drawn and if the
Mary
Manager
White
WilAd
year, the dejmrtment had from listed status to another branch. lucky member is presnt he will Barbara Maguire. Jim
McHugh,
Bernice
son,
Palmo Bianco three to five reporters through- Those candidates recommended receive the jackpot. Otherwise Miller,Pat
Business Manager
M. Christie, M. Slessout the school year. This year, therefor will be appointed Re- the money will go to the Sodalman,
Bianco, Marilyn JesP.
Jack Baird outside of some typists. Bates serve Midshipmen, and ordered ity.
Circulation Manager ._
sen,
Adelaide Fox, Robert 0.1Fr. Peronteau, Sodality modhas had but one aide.
to an appropriate activity for ap-om,
Circulation Staff:
Lillian Perry, Norma On"If it isn't asking too much proximately threemonths of fur- erator, in a short mditation, parBob Mclver, Jack Farrell, Pat Bodvin.
berg,
Thomas R. West, G. T.
alleled the incident of the storm
of already overburdened club ther intensive training.
R. C. McDonald.
and class presidents, I'dlike very General qualifications for en- on the Sea Genesareth with pres- Bammert.
Typists:
Terhar,
Carl S»vanent day conditions. The discourse
James
Jean Peerenboom, Berte Le Brasseur, Mary Ellen Mc- much to have them appoint their listment are:
Leadon,
Earl C.
son,
Roland
Killop.
publicity representatives and have (a) Be a male citizen of the was followed by the recitation of
George
Beitey,
Byrne,
Ed
a decade of the Rosary, led by
them come up to see me. I
can .United States.
Paquin,
Beytebiere,
Madelyn
state definitely right now that no
(b) Be at least 18 years of Bob Lariviere.
Pick Up Your Pen
Ed Kohls aadvocated the re- Barbara Cordes, Dick Rowles,
organization will get the public- age, and under 28 at the time of
newal of a practice in which vol- Phyllis Masker, Ruth Brock,
Perhaps that rather intriguing story by scribe Anderson on ity it deserves unless these rep- enlistment.
at the Millie Costello, Cay Mayer,
page one aroused your interest. In a few words, you have over resentatives are named immedi(c) College undergraduates unteer members present
meetings short histories of the Max Lehman, Joe McEvoy.
sixty adopted "Cuzzins",former collegians, now in the service, ately."
must be unmarried. Married
who would be both surprised and pleased to hear from students The S. C. Department of Pub- graduates who have completed lives of Jesuit saints. He added Jim MacLean, Steve Reilly,
Mclver, Jim
now at the College. These fellows are stationed on all the bat- licity is housed with the Spectator all educational requirements for impetus to his suggestion by put- Dot Collier, Bob
Breane,
acplan
into immediate
Dick GemReilly, Ed
tlefrants of the world,as well as training camps spread through- this year as a war economy move. Reserve Midshipmen training are ting the
Brennan, Rita
giving
interesting
tion,
mill,
an
account
Frances
College
the
and
receive
little
news
of
the
aside
Applicountry,
out
Students wishing to give any eligible for enlistment.
of the lives of two North Amer- Geis, Jim O'Brien, Mary Mcfrom copies of the Spectator.
news for outside publication are cants who are unmarried, at the
ican explorers, Pedro Martinez Coy, John Katona, Joann
So, next Monday, you will find a rather wobbly table on the urged by the director to contact time of enlistment, must agree and Fr. Juan Battista de Sekura. O'Brien,
John Murphy, Joe
his office. Personal news not to marry prior to completion
landing just below the Spectator office in the Liberal Arts him in
were made Yagle, Jean Ross, Bill Thomp'
Announcements
especially
Midshipman
training.
students,
those of Reserve
building. The huge roll of paper the desk supports is meant of
at Mass, a son, Lorraine Cobb.
(4) Meet the general Phys- concering attendance
homes
are
not in Seattle,
whose
to carry your personal salutation to that "Cuzzin of yours.
to offer one Mass in the
plan
Louis Kinerk, Ann O'Shea,
particularly desired by the S. ical requirements.
Men,
Stop by in your free time and whip off a letter to him. Include is
weekly
for
Service
Chapel
James Corbett, John Ouane,
C. publicity organization, accord- According to Fr. Conway, ofmedipictures of the College, dances, parties, hikes, and of yourself. ing
beginning
daily
of
to Bates.
ficer in charge of recruiting stu- and the
tations to be held in the Chapel
Headline: "Joe Louis anyou.
Be sure to include your address so that he can answer
each
at 12:05.
nounces retirement from
noontime
remember,
write,
chum
to
you don't have to be a bosom
And
the ring. The Champ redents, 'A representative and siz- tires while still a champ,
your being a student here makes you a charter member of the
Whats Buzzin' Cuzzin Club.
able group of Seattle College stu- and the greatest of them all,
dents has signed in each of the for along with being a boxIf you can't find time to write during school hours, write
er par excellence he is a
reserves."
American, too. And
real
a letter at home and paste it onto the roll, but write him.
For particulars about any of wouldn't he be a good man
the reserve programs, see Fr. to have along on a comAlso on the desk will be his picture,together with his record
writing
just
who you are
to
Conway.
mando raid?
at the College, so you will know
or his
and think of the thrill of getting a letter from him
friends
in Australia,England, Ireland,or on one of the other
DO YOU PIG IT?
don't delay
and we'll send
fighting fronts
Write now
the longest letter that Cuzin of ours ever read.

Assoc. Editor

—
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MIDSHIPMEN GIVEN ORDNANCE INSTRUCTION
ABOARD U.S. NAVY TRAINING SHIP

...

...

—

...

...

...

Amend-Ment
During the last several weeks, since the amendment printed
in the last issue of the Spectator was proposed, much comment
has been made on the salient features of the proposal.
Essentially, the amendment provides for an efficient, reprepresentative form of student government that is able to handle
all business of the student association with neatness and dispatch not now available.
«

Each class has its representatives, as well as major clubs.
Students are not deprived of their voice in the student government, but instead, are given a louder voice in a revitalized
student government.
No longer will student body meetings be drab affairs,
where two or three students squabble over matters which should
have been settled before the meeting was held. Instead, the
sessions of the representatives will settle all controversies, and
every student will have the right to lobby for his favorite project, and will have a chance to explain explicitly what his
aims are.

Such an amendment is necessary, for ours is a fast growing
association which needs this type of government to operate efficiently. It deserves your consideration.

The Navy's V-l Accredited Col-

_ge program serves aa a feeder for

deck or engineering officers (V-7) and
for aviationofficers (V-5).Freshmen
and Sophomores who enlist in the
Navy's Class V-l and qualify for
deck or engineering officers training
will be sent to a training school as

midshipmen and will receive an intensive course in seamanship, ordnance and navigation.
Midshipmen, who can be identified by the dark band on their hats,
are pictured here as they receive
ordnance instruction aboard the
U.S.S. Prairie State.

Big Night
Tonight, under the sponsorship of the University of Washington, Seattle Pacific College, and Seattle College, a gigantic
program, aimed to raise funds for the War Chest, will be given
by the three schools.
Those who wear the triangular tags will find that they are
welcome at all three schools, and each organization will strive
to outdo the others in hospitality.
On page one is our program,read it carefully, for it is jam
and the other schools
packed with ideas to entertain you
have an equally fun filled program.
So, your schedule for tonight is already full, come and find
out what a pleasure it can be to help such a fine cause as the
War Chest.

.. .

The Newest and Best
in food
at

Providence Tea Room
Under the managementof Sister Zephirin
Nurses' Home
First floor
Providene Hospital

"ENGLISH TRANSLATION
This lambis reminding her friendabout tonight's gettogether for the gym dance.She totes thesandwiches
he supplies the Pepsi-Cola. Nice supplyin', too!

—

WHAT DO YOU SAY ?

Send us some of yourhot
slang, [f weuseit,youget
$10. Ifwedon't.yougeta
rejection slip. Mail slang
to College Department,

Pepsi-Cola Company,
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Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Co., LongIsland City, N. Y.
Bottledlocally by AuthorizedBottlers from coast to coast.

